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On Two-State Isolated Probabilistic Automata 
CHOON PENG TAN* 
Department ofMathematics, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
In  this paper we generalize and extend Yasui and Yaj ima's results on two-state 
two-symbol  probabilistic automata to the two-state mult isymbol  case. We use 
a slightly different notion of isolated probabilistic automata independent  of 
the initial distribution. An  algorithm is derived to synthesize such automata. 
Finally we show the existence of a regular language accepted by some com- 
pletely isolated probabilistic automaton. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Yasui and Yajima (1970), by expanding a 2 × 2 stochastic matrix as the 
sum of its fundamental matrices, are able to obtain the product of n such 
matrices as a sum of the fundamental matrices. Furthermore, by introducing 
approximate probabilities and errors of approximation, they show that a 
probabilistic automaton isolated by some K-th approximation accepts a 
(K + 1) definite language. Using the same approach and introducing the 
mixed fundamental matrices, we extend all their results to the multisymbol 
case. We increase the error of approximation to enable us to define an isolated 
probabilistic automaton independent of the initial distribution. Charac- 
terization theorems are then obtained for sets of isolated stochastic matrices. 
An algorithm is derived to synthesize isolated probabilistic automata with any 
level of approximation. The accepting capability of isolated and nonisolated 
probabilistic automate is discussed in the last section. 
II. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
We shall deal with a finite nonempty alphabet containing n(>/2) letters or 
symbols. An alphabet will be denoted by 2 or I. An element of Z will be 
written as a. A word or tape will be denoted by x, y, or z. The empty word 
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will be represented by A. lg(x) will mean the length of a word x. The catenation 
of two words x and y is written as xy. y is called a k suffix of some word z if 
there exists a word x such that z ~ xy and lg(y) = k. Z'* is the set of all 
words over 27. Any subset of 27* will be called a language over Z. 
DEFINITION 1. A finite probabilistic automaton over the alphabet 27 
is an ordered quadruple PA = (S, M, %,  F), where S = {sl, se .... , sin} is a 
finite nonempty set of internal states, M is a mapping of 27 into the set of 
m × m stochastic matrices, % is the initial distribution (m-dimensional 
stochastic row vector), and F is a nonempty subset of S (the set of designated 
final states). 
The matrices M(a) (~ ~ 27) are called transition matrices. We extend the 
domain of M from 27 to Z* by defining 
M(A) = E~ (m × m identity matrix), 
M(ala~.." ~j) = M(al) M(cr2) "'" M(oi) for j />  2 and ~i ~Z'. 
We shall give two definitions of a language accepted by a probabilistic 
automaton. First we give Rabin's definition. 
DEFINITION 2. The language accepted by a probabilistic automaton 
PA = (S, M, %,  F) over Z with cut point ~7 denoted by L(PA, 7/) is defined 
by 
L(PA, ~) -- {x I x ~ Z*, %M(x)  ~r v > ~}, 
where 0 ~ ~ < 1 and ~rF is an m-dimensional column vector whose j-th 
component equals 1 ifsj ~F  and 0 otherwise. 
Here is another definition of an accepted language. 
DEFINITION 3. The language accepted by a probabilistic automaton PA 
with cut point ~ (0 ~< ~7 < 1) and error e denoted byL(PA, ~7, E) is defined by 
UVA,  ,7, ~) = {x 1 x ~ z* ,  J %M(x)  ,~  - -  07 I < ~}, 
where e > 0 is an arbitrary small number. 
It has been shown by Turakainen (1969) that Definitions 2 and 3 give rise 
to the same family of languages accepted by a probabilistic automaton. In 
our future discussion we shall consider only two-state probabilistic automata 
over the n-symbol alphabet X = {cr~, % .... , ~}, where n >/2. 
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I I I .  ISOLATED 1JROBABILISTIC AUTOMATA 
The probabilistic automaton PA = ({sl, @, M, (%,  *re) , (s2}) over the 
alphabet 27 := {al, % ,..., a~} is obviously characterized by the transition 
matrices M((~i) (i = 1, 2 ..... n). We shall denote M(ai)  by M (i) and the set of 
stochastic matrices M(ai)  (i = 1, 2 ..... n) by M*. It is well known in matrix 
theory that any 2 × 2 stochastic matrix 
]Il l(i)= [ I - ai ai ] 
b i 1 --  b i 
can be written as M (i) ~- M(1 i) @ Ai M(i), where 
M1 ') = , i~') = , 
[b ,  a, [ - -b~ b , J  
and M (i) has the eigenvalues 1 and hi (i = 1, 2,..., n). We note that since 
0 <~ ai ~ 1 and 0 ~< bi ~ 1, therefore I Zil <~ 1, where Zi = 1 --  ai - -  bi .  
We shall take for granted that M* will not contain some matrix M (i), where 
[ h~ I = 1. Futhermore we denote c~ = min i {1A i 1} and fi = max/{i Zi I} < 1. 
Here are some relations between the fundamental matrices M(1 i) and M(2i): 
(1) M~)MI ;) : a~lM~ ;), 
(2) M(i)M~ i) = a~eM~ i), 
(3) M~i) i~  ') - - i~  i) 
for i, j = 1, 2,..., n and ~], ~ = 1, 2, where 8,e is the Kronecker delta. 
Now we define the mixed fundamental matrix Hij  of M (i) and M (~) by 
Hi~ = M(li) M(2 ~). Hence 
bia~ --  aib i l 
" i J : (a i+b i ) (a~+bj )  [1 ~11]" 
Here are some properties of the mixed fundamental matrices: 
(1) Hi~ = --  H i , ,  
(2) Hi i = H,~Hk~ = [0], 
(3) H .  + Hj~ = H~,  
(4) M~Z)Hij = 8elHij and HIjM~ ') = 8e2Hij 
fo rg j ,  k, l = 1, 2,..., n and ( = 1,2. 
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Corresponding to any input word x of length m, let M(x) ~ Aa)A (m "" A (m), 
where A (i) is a stochastic matrix having eigenvalues 1 and/zi • We can expand 
Ali) as the sum of its fundamental matrices, i.e., A(i) __ dlO + /zi. %~(o. It is 
well known (Yasui and Yajima, 1970) that M(x) can be expanded as follows: 
. (m-a). (m) --  A (m-2)A (m-l) A(1)A(2) "'" A(m) = A~ ~) +/zm~ "% ~- ~- l /Xm 1 2 (1) 
... ~(1)~(e) ... + "'" +/~J~a /%'% ~2 +/xl/x2 /~mA~ 1)"
We note that there exist constants y and 3 such that 
A(1)A (2) ... A (~) = A~ m) + 7G + ~A~ 1), (2) 
where 
Equation (1) is the characteristic expansion form of Aa)A (m "" A (m). 
Using (1) we shall define the K-th approximate matrix of M(x) for any 
word x of length greater than K. 
DEFINITION 4. The K-th approximate matrix of M(x) denoted by 
M(X)(x) is defined by 
/ I  (fa--1) /I (m) . . .  a (m--K)/1 (m--K+1) ~r(*°(x) = A~ m) + ~m~ ~ + "'" + t*m-/~+~ ~m~l  ~2 , 
where the expression on the right is obtained from (1) by removing those 
terms which have more than K uj's as factors. 
It follows directly from the definition that 
M~)(x) = ~r~)(~*x), (3) 
where 2J*x denotes any word that has x as its K + 1 suffix. 
Let fl B re) represents the absolute value of the (¢, 2) element of the 
matrix B, where ¢ ~ 1, 2. I f  ]1B IIm = I]B I1 (2) then [] B t] is interpreted as 
IIB I[ (e) We write [I -/~/¢)(x)]r (e) = ~(K~c,,,,~ • ~ t ~2" 
DEFINITION 5. The K-th approximate probability to a word x of length 
greater than K is defined by ig(t°(x) = ~h/~)(x) + %/~K)(x). 
Since 2~r(m(x) is a matrix with identical rows, it follows from the definition 
that 
/~(/O(x) = N/O(x) for ~ = 1, 2. (4) 
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Equations (3) and (4) give 
~(~'(Z*x) = ~(Kl(x). (5) 
Similarly we write 1] M(x)ll (e) = pc(x), where ~ = 1, 2. The probability of 
a word x being accepted by the probabilistie automaton denoted by p(x) is 
given by p(x) = %pl(x) + rr2p2(x ). Now we shall examine the maximum 
error caused by our approximation. 
DEFINITION 6. The type-~ error by the K-th approximation E} K) is 
defined as 
e~ *c) --= max ]pe(yx) --20~K)(x)[ for ~ = 1, 2, 
yx 
where x is any word of length K + 1 and y is any other word. 
THEOREM 1. 
5 K+I , m~ i) 4~) < 1-2-~ m§x{ll ~/, II II /1%, 
where ~ = 1 ,2andf i  < 1. 
Proof. Let yx be a word of length m whose (K + 1) suffix is x. Now 
M(yx) = AO)A Cz) "" A ('~) 
... ~(m--K--1)n(qn--K) 
= M(K)(,% ') @ ItL,m--K /~m~t I .2J- 2 @ "'" 
, . (1)a (~) n-/*2 "'"/~m~l ca2 q-/'1 "'"/*,~A~ 1)" 
Hence 
I] M(yx)  - -  Mr(m(x)ll (e) ~< I/*.~-K "'"/*~ I max{ll H/~ LL} ÷ "'" 
+ 1 t*u "'" t~  I m ax{ll & ;  II} ÷ I tq ' "  t~,~ Ill A~ *) 11 (e) Z ,3 
(/~K+I ~_ ...  AI - /~m--1 ~_ /~m) max{ l /H i j  [I , }[ M~ i) 11 <e>} 
Z,3 
Since/? < 1, the right-hand side approaches 
5~+* M~ ~) I1% 
as m approaches infinity. 
Now we shall choose our maximum error of approximation as the maximum 
of the type-1 and -2 errors. 
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DEFINITION 7. The maximum error by the K-th approximation i(K) is 
defined as 
8K+1 M~i) ii (e)} 
We remark that H Hi~. I[ = I lJ M~ j) 11 (1) - -  il M~ i) 11 (1) [. Hence II Hej II 
max, {ll M~ ~) I]~1)). Thus we obtain the following result: 
I p(X*x) -- _~X)(x) I < ~x). (6) 
Following Yasui and Yajima (1970) we proceed to define an error interval 
by the K- th  approximation. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
K+I .  
DEFINITION 8. An error interval by the K-th approximation ImP(x) is 
defined as 
i (X)(x) = (ff¢x)(x) _ ~(z(), ff(K)(x ) + ~c~c)), 
where x is any word of length greater than K. 
Note that Icg)(x) is an open interval and fi ¢ 0 or else I(X)(x) is void. Let x 
be a word of length K + 1. It is easy to obtain the following results: 
I (~ : ) (Z*x)  - -  I~X~(x). 
p(X*x) ~ I~X)(x). In particular p(x) ~ Ia°(x). 
I(x+l)(y) CI~X)(y), where y is any word of length greater than 
Two words x and y are said to be separated by the K- th  approximation 
if and only if I(X)(x) n I(X)(y) = ~.  
DEFINITION 9. A set of n stochastic matrices M*  is isolated by the K- th  
approximation if and only if every pair of distinct words of length K + 1 
from S* is separated by the K-th approximation. M*  is isolated if there 
exists a K (~ 0) such that it is isolated by the K-th approximation. I f it is 
isolated for every nonnegative integer K, it is said to be completely isolated. 
Thus M*  is isolated by the K-th approximation if and only if 
] p(K)(x) -- ff~K)(y)l > 2~ ~K), 
where x and y are any two words of lengths K + 1. 
DEFIZ~ITION 10. A probabilistic automaton PA = ((Sx, s2}, M, ~ro, {se}) 
over Z' ~ (a 1 , as .... , a~) is isolated if and only if M*  is isolated. 
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If M* is completely isolated we say that the probabilistic automaton is 
completely isolated. In the next section we shall study the set of isolated 
stochastic matrices in detail. 
IV. SETS OF ISOLATED STOCHASTIC ~/~ATRICES 
In this section M* = {M(1)}i=l. 2 . . . . .  will denote a set of n(>/2) stochastic 
matrices. All words are from Z'*, where 22 = {%, % ,..., %}. We begin with 
four lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. 
(i) 
and 
(ii) 
Let x' be any word of length K,  then 
~x)(crix' ) -= ff(x)(%x') i f  ]l Hi j  ]l ~- 0 
tl} t/ 'Kl( ix ') - -  max{li [I}, 
where I1 Hi5 II ~ 0 for i =A j .  
Proof. Suppose M(x ' )  ~ Aa)A  (2) "" A (x) and assume A (1) = M (~) for 
some m such that 1 ~ m ~ n. Now 
a (K-1)a(.~) ~(1)~(2) 
M(K)((~iX~) ~- A~ x) + I~K~I ~ + "'" + 1"2 "'" ~K~l =2 
a/[ (i) ~ /r(m) + I~z "'" I~xlv~l Ivlz , 
~(x)(~:x,  ) A~K) _ a(x-~)a(~:) ~(~)~(2) 
- -  kq "'" k~Klwl lw2 • 
Therefore II M(K)(6i  xt) - -  TVI(K)(°Jxt)[] (~:) = ]/L1 "'" ~6K ]]] Hi ,  H- I f  ]1 H~-, i] = O, 
the result is trivial. Suppose II H~-JI ~ O, then 
e~KI[ Hi ,  [I ~ l] m(K)(~ix ' )  - -  J~r(K)(°',X')]i(~) ~ flK[I H i ,  II. 
Hence the lemma follows from (4). 
COROLLARY 1.1. There exist words x' and y '  of lengths K such that the 
bounds ~K minicj{[] Hi, I[} and fiK maxi.,{ll g i j  II} are attained, respectively. 
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LEMMA 2. Let x = ~ix' be a word of length K + 1. Then for any integer 
m (> 1) 
Proof. Suppose M(~,~x) = A(1)A (~) "" A ac+~+l). 
a (m)a  (re+l) 
... Aft)a(2) 
-~-" ' "  ~-~tL2 ~b~K+m+l 1 "~-2 " 
Since M(K)(ai~x ) -~ M(K)(x) and .~1/I(~)~+~).~  [0] forj  --= 1, 2,..., m, therefore 
M(X+~)(ai~'x ) = M(K)(x). Hence the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3. Assume that a set M*  is isolated by the (K  -- 1)-th approxima- 
tion. Let x = cria~+lz ' and y = aja~+az" be any two words of lengths K + m + 1 
such that %z'  # a J ' .  Then Im+~)(x) n I(~c+~)(y) = ~ for any nonnegative 
integer m. 
Proof. Firstly suppose i ~ k and j ~ l. By Lemma 2 ~(K+~)(X)= 
/~(~-1)(%Z') and fi(x+~>(y) = f i (xq)(af , ) .  It is given that 
I f (~- l ) (~z ') - ~(~-l)(~z")E > 2~(~-~. (7) 
The result follows since i(K-~) > ~(x+~) 
Now assume i ~ k and j @ l. By Lemma 1, 
i fi(K+~)(y) _ ~<K-1)(~zz,,)] ~ fiK+r~ m.ax{ll H~j IlL (8) 
Z~J 
Equations (7) and (8) imply 
] fi(tc+~)(x ) _/~<,c+~)(y)l > 2g(K-,) _ fiK+~ max{H i: [I}/> 2g<K+~). 
Finally suppose i @ k, and j ~= l. By Lemma 1, 
] fi(,c+~,(x ) _ fi(K+~)(ekZ,)l ~< fi*c+,~ m.a.x{ll Hi~ [t}. (9) 
Equations (7)-(9) imply 
I/~(K+~)(x) -/~(K+~)(y)l > 2~ (~-~) - 2/3 TM max{ll//~,. II} ->> 2i (~+~). 
Z~J 
LE1VIMA 4. Assume that M*  is isolated by the (K --  1)-th approximation. 
Then it is isolated by the K-th approximation i f and only if  ~xc >/~fix, where 
2/3 maxi.e{[l M~ i) [I(e)} 
g --  1 -- fl minie:{llHij rI} 
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 and Corollary 1.1 that 
[ ~{K)Qrix' ) -- fi(x)(ajx')l >/2a (x) if and only if c~ K >/ ~/Ax 
for all words x' of length K and i , j  ~ 1, 2 ..... n. Hence Lemma 3 implies 
Lemma 4. 
Note that Lemma 4 is valid even with K = 1. Now we give a character- 
ization theorem. 
THEOREM 2. A set M* is isolated by the K-th approximation if and only if 
ax ~/ ~/AK and 1] H~ I] =/= 0 for i @ j. 
Pro@ Suppose c~ K >/~/Ax. This implies a m >~ ~/Am for m = 0, 1, 2,..., (K -  1). 
Since I ~(0)(¢i) _ i~(0)(¢j)i = [/Hij II it is important that I[ Hij I] =/= 0 for i =/= j. 
Hence the result follows by Lemma 4. The converse is obvious. 
We obtain the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 2.1". I f  M* is isolated by the K-th approximation, then it is 
isolated by the m-th approximation for m = O, 1, 2,..., (K -- 1). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume that M* is not isolated by the K-th approximation. 
Then for any integer m (~ 1) it is not isolated by the (K + m)-th approximation. 
We give another characterization theorem. 
THEOREM 3. A set M* is completely isolated if and only if c~ = [3 and ~ ~ 1. 
Proof. Let M* be completely isolated, which implies ~ ~< 1. Suppose 
c~ 5a/3 and ~ = 1. Since ~K ~>/AX for every nonnegative integer K, therefore 
=/3, which contradicts ~ va/3. Again suppose ~ @/3 and ~ < 1. Let m be 
any integer such that 
m ) 2 ln(~) 
where In is the logarithmic function. We obtain e~ m ~< ~2/3,~ < ~/3~, which is a 
contradiction. Hence a =/3.  The converse is also true. 
If M* is an isolated set, then we know from Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 that it is 
characterized by a unique integer L which will be called its weight. 
643/2I/5-7 
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DEFINITION 11. The weight of an isolated set of stochastic matrices is the 
integerL (/> 0) such that 
L~ ln(~) <(L+I ) ,  
where In is the logarithmic function. 
By convention, if M* is completely isolated, we say that it has infinite 
weight. It is obvious that an isolated set M* has finite weight if and only if 
=/=/3 and ~ ~ 1 so that L is well defined. Here is another characterization 
theorem. 
THEOm~M 4. M* is isolated if and only if  its matrices are given by 
r 1 - -  h( i )  [1 - -  ~i] h( i )  [1 - -  A J  ] M(i) (10) 
t[1 h( i ) ]  [1 - -  a,] 1 - -  [1 - -  h( i ) ]  [1 - -  h,]~ 
for i  = 1, 2,..., n, [hi [ < 1 andwherehis aone-to-onemappingfrom{1, 2,..., n} 
into [0, 1] having the properties: 
(i) 0 4 h(1) < h(2) < -.. < h(n - -  1) < h(n) < 1, (11) 
(ii) --h,/(1 -- h,) < h(i) ~ 1/(1 -- hi) for i = 1, 2,..., n (12) 
and 
(iii) 1 ~< ~b(h) ~< (1 --/3)/2/3, (13) 
where ~b(h) = max{h(n), 1 -- h(1)}/miny=l.~....(n_l){h(j-q- 1) - h(j)}. 
Proof. Assume that M* is isolated. It is easily seen that its matrices can 
be written in the form (10) such that (11) and (12) hold. Now 
II Hi.,+~ II = [I g~ i)M('+O II = h(i + l) -- h(i) 
for 
i = 1, 2,..., n and l = 1, 2,..., (n -- i). 
mini.~{]l H¢.I+~ ll} = mini=l,2 ..... (,_l)(h(j + 1) - h(j)) and If M~ ~ I1 (~) equals h(i) 
or 1 -- h(i) according as ~ = 1 or 2. Also 
maxi,e{lI M~ i) 1] (e)} 
mini#j{ N H/j ti} = ~b(h). 
Since ~ = [2/3/(1 --/3)] ~b(h) ~ 1, Eq. (13) holds. The converse is obvious. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. A necessary condition for M*  to be isolated is that ~ <~ ½ 
and n ~ (1 4- fi)/2fi. 
An immediate consequence of the above theorem is the following: 
THEOREM 5. Given a nonnegative integer L and a positive integer n(>/ 2), 
there exists an algorithm of obtaining an isolated set of n stochastic matrices 
which has weight L. 
Proof. Let h be an arbitrary one-to-one mapping from {1, 2,..., n} into 
[}, ~] such that (11) holds. There exists some/3 ~ ½ such that (13) is true. 
Choose/3 arbitrarily so that ~(h) is less than or equal to (1 -- fi)/213 according 
asL > 0 orL  --= 0. Let ~ = [2/3/(1 --/~)]~b(h). Now select = arbitrarily so that 
~1/L[3 <~ ~ < ~1/~L+1)~ for L > 0 and ~ < fi if L ~ 0. We can then assign 
arbitrary values to Ai (i ~- 1, 2,..., n) such that ~ ~ I ;~i 1 ~ 13, a = mini{ 1 2i [} 
and/? = max,{ l A i I}. It is obvious that (12) holds. Hence the set which has 
weight L is given by (10). 
The algorithm implies that the number of isolated sets with finite weights 
is nondenumerable. A similar argument extends to completely isolated sets. 
V. ISOLATED PROBABILISTIC AUTOMATON AS ACCEPTOR 
In this section it is assumed that the notions of definite, regular, and 
stochastic languages are familiar. We give a theorem here which generalizes 
Theorem 11 of Yasui and Yajima (1970). 
THEOREM 6. Assume that the set of transition matrices of an isolated 
probabilistic automaton PA has weight L. Then 
L(PA, fi(~)(x), ~l,c)) = Z W {Z'*x}, 
where Z is a finite set of words of lengths less than K + 1 and x is any word of 
length K 4- 1 for K ~ L. Thus PA accepts a (K + 1)-definite language for 
each K = O, 1, 2,..., L. 
I f  M* is completely isolated then the above is true for any nonnegative 
integer K. 
Some nonisolated probabilistic automata do accept regular languages 
(Turakainen, 1968). Let us look at the m-adic automata. 
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DEFINITION 12. The m-adie 
({sl, s2} , M, (1, O), {s~}) over the 
m /> 2, is defined by the set of transition matrices 
2-state probabilistic automaton PA = 
alphabet I~0, ---- {0, 1, 2,..., (m-  1)} for 
m-- i 1 m i 
M(i) = , (14) 
m--i--lm i~ l  
where i = 0, 1, 2,..., (m --  1). 
It can be shown that the m-adic 2-state probabilistic automata re non- 
isolated. 
DEFINITION 13. The m-adic language L(m, 7), with cut point 7 restricted 
to the alphabet I '  and written as Lx,(m, ~1), is defined by 
L~,(m, /) = {ele2 "'" cr i [ej f f I '  ( j  = 1, 2 , . ,  i), 0 .~2 "'" ei > ~/and/ /> l}, 
where I '  is a subset of Im, O.ala 2 "'" a i is an m-adic expansion for m >/2  and 
0 ( 7 < 1. It  is agreed that A 6Lz,(m, 7). I f  I '  = I~ we get the m-adic 
language L(m, 7). 
The mirror image of a language L, in symbols mi(L), means the language 
obtained from L by writing all words backwards. It  is well known that 
L(m, 7) is regular if and only if 7 is rational. Hence we see that the nonisolated 
m-adic probabilistie automata do accept nonregular stochastic languages, 
namely, mi(L(m, 7)), where ~ is irrational (Salomaa, 1967). We proceed to 
show a regular language accepted by some completely isolated probabilistic 
automaton. 
THEOREM 7. Let I '  = {i, i + ql, i + ql + qz ..... i + qa + q2 + "'" + q~-l} 
be an n-symbol alphabet which is a subset of the m-adic alphabet Im , where q~ are 
integers greater than one for j ~- 1, 2,..., (n --  1) and n >/2. Then mi(Lx,(m , 7)) 
is a regular language accepted by some completely isolated probabilistic automaton 
PA = ({h, s2}, M, (1, 0), {s~}) over I" with cut point 7, where 7 is rational. 
The transition matrices of the probabilistie automaton above are given 
by (14). 
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